Thank you for choosing Breathe Safe Breath Monitor. Breathe Safe utilizes a custom programmed microcomputer and state of the art electronics to provide the most sensitive and reliable monitor and apnea alert available to the Veterinarian today.

FEATURES

- **Easy to Use.** Just connect Breathe Safe between the endotracheal tube and your anesthesia machine and you are set to go!
- **Tiny.** Just 1.25 inches in diameter and 1 inch high, mounted on a convenient elbow adapter. Only 1.4 ounces in weight!
- **Breath Monitor.** Breathe Safe’s sophisticated analysis algorithm will recognize and beep to indicate breath from a 1 pound kitten or a 200 pound Saint Bernard!
- **Apnea Alert.** If your patient fails to breathe for 30 seconds, Breathe Safe will sound a distinctive apnea alert for 15 seconds.
- **Auto Turn-On.** Just attach to the patient and the first breath will turn Breathe Safe on automatically.
- **Auto Turn-Off.** When the patient is disconnected, Breathe Safe will wait 30 seconds then beep for 15 seconds before turning off. It’s best to put Breathe Safe in a drawer or enclosed space so that moving room air will not trigger its sensitivity circuitry.*
- **Unbreakable and Water Resistant.** Breathe Safe is packaged in a strong, flexible polypropylene housing with a soft vinyl cover. While we don’t recommend fully submerging Breathe Safe, it is completely waterproof. If it does get fully submerged, just tap or shake the water out of the beeper opening and you are ready to use again!
- **One-Year Warranty.**

*When the patient is disconnected, Breathe Safe will continue looking for breaths. Occasionally, it will trigger on random room currents, but eventually it will start beeping for 15 seconds and turn off. Putting it in a drawer or other enclosed space will facilitate a quicker turn off, but it is not necessary to do so. Once Breathe Safe has shut off, it will be insensitive to room air currents.

**WARNING: FOR VETERINARY USE ONLY**

**WARRANTY.** Breathe Safe is warranted to be free of manufacturing defects for a period of one year.

**DISCLAIMER.** While we believe Breathe Safe to be the most reliable and sensitive Anesthesia Breath an Apnea Alarm available to the veterinarian, it is only an aid in proper induction and maintenance of anesthesia. Ultimately, it is the Veterinarian’s or Anesthesiologist’s responsibility to evaluate all factors regarding patient risk and safety under anesthesia.
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